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Abstract Hydrologists and engineers may choose from a range of semidistributed rainfall-runoff models
such as VIC, PDM, and TOPMODEL, all of which predict runoff from a distribution of watershed properties.
However, these models are not easily compared to event-based data and are missing ready-to-use analytical
expressions that are analogous to the SCS-CN method. The SCS-CN method is an event-based model that
describes the runoff response with a rainfall-runoff curve that is a function of the cumulative storm rainfall
and antecedent wetness condition. Here we develop an event-based probabilistic storage framework and
distill semidistributed models into analytical, event-based expressions for describing the rainfall-runoff
response. The event-based versions called VICx, PDMx, and TOPMODELx also are extended with a spatial
description of the runoff concept of ‘‘prethreshold’’ and ‘‘threshold-excess’’ runoff, which occur, respectively,
before and after inﬁltration exceeds a storage capacity threshold. For total storm rainfall and antecedent
wetness conditions, the resulting ready-to-use analytical expressions deﬁne the source areas (fraction of the
watershed) that produce runoff by each mechanism. They also deﬁne the probability density function (PDF)
representing the spatial variability of runoff depths that are cumulative values for the storm duration, and
the average unit area runoff, which describes the so-called runoff curve. These new event-based semidistributed models and the traditional SCS-CN method are uniﬁed by the same general expression for the
runoff curve. Since the general runoff curve may incorporate different model distributions, it may ease the
way for relating such distributions to land use, climate, topography, ecology, geology, and other
characteristics.

1. Introduction
Ideally, a mathematical framework for rainfall-runoff modeling should be applicable to watersheds everywhere. Runoff at a point is classiﬁed as one of three physical processes, i.e., inﬁltration excess overland ﬂow,
saturation excess overland ﬂow, and subsurface storm ﬂow, all of which may be considered as a similar
threshold-initiated process once different watershed conditions are taken into account [McDonnell, 2013;
Dunne, 1983]. The runoff process is controlled by topographic conditions, as well as geological and ecological controls. By mapping runoff processes to the spatially heterogeneous values of ecological and geological
properties, a model should predict runoff according to the prevailing climate and local topographic conditions. Following this notion, Freeze and Harlan [1969] outlined the ‘‘fully distributed’’ modeling approach
where small-scale physics including runoff processes are explicitly mapped to watershed heterogeneities
that are spatially resolved to the grid cell elements subdividing the watershed model.
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However, fully distributed models typically have signiﬁcant data requirements for calibration [Semenova
and Beven, 2015; McDonnell et al., 2007]. As a result, hydrologists often use simpler spatially lumped models
such as the event-based Soil Conservation Service (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service) Curve
Number (SCS-CN) method and semidistributed rainfall-runoff models [e.g., Ponce and Hawkins, 1996; Beven,
2012]. Semidistributed models typically operate in continuous time (discretized into time steps), and in lieu
of the variability of the grid cells of fully distributed models, they use a distribution, which is typically of
water storage capacity. For the distribution of water storage capacity, the semidistributed Variable Inﬁltration Capacity (VIC) model [Wood et al., 1992; Liang et al., 1994] and probability distributed model (PDM)
[Moore, 1985] assume a versatile probability density function (PDF). Alternatively, the semidistributed TOPMODEL (TOPography-based hydrologic MODEL) deﬁnes similar watershed points according to the
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topographic index [Beven and Kirkby, 1979]. However, this topographic index acts as the basis for the distribution of storage capacity values [Sivapalan et al., 1997].
Previous studies have explored different water storage capacity distributions [Moore and Clarke, 1981],
examined the physical basis of semidistributed model assumptions [Franchini et al., 1996], compared semidistributed modeling approaches [e.g., Habets and Saulnier, 2001; Warrach et al., 2002], analyzed the effects
from spatially variable precipitation [Sivapalan et al., 1997; Liang et al., 1996], and exploited combinations of
different semidistributed assumptions [e.g., Noto, 2013]. In general, most semidistributed models assume
the same functional form for direct runoff, as the product of the rainfall rate and the threshold-saturated
area [Kavetski et al., 2003]. Recent modeling frameworks, e.g., Framework for Understanding Structural Errors
(FUSE) [Clark et al., 2008] and SUPERFLEX [Fenicia et al., 2011], use these equivalent functional forms interchangeably, recognizing that certain model structures may be best suited for certain watershed characteristics. While components of semidistributed models (such as a saturated variable source area (VSA)) have
been incorporated with event-based models such as the SCS-CN method [e.g., Chen and Wu, 2012], semidistributed models have yet to be given an event-based representation where the cumulative storm runoff is a
function of the cumulative storm rainfall and antecedent wetness conditions.
Here we pose a suite of semidistributed models in event-based form by following the Bartlett et al. [2016]
ProStor framework where the rainfall-runoff response at a point is upscaled to a watershed scale based on a
probabilistic joint distribution of storage capacity thresholds and the antecedent soil moisture status. Following the framework, each semidistributed model can be distilled to a basic set of analytical expressions
for describing the event-based rainfall-runoff response. When given the total storm rainfall and antecedent
watershed wetness status, these expressions deﬁne, the source areas (fraction of watershed) that produce
runoff by a speciﬁc mechanism, the probability density function (PDF) that describes the spatial distribution
of runoff, and the (unit area) average runoff. The expression for average runoff, commonly called a runoff
curve [e.g., Descheemaeker et al., 2006; Wine et al., 2012], accounts for the spatial variability of rainfall and
water storage. Notably, for exponentially distributed rainfall over the watershed, the semidistributed models
and the SCS-CN method are uniﬁed by the same canonical form of the runoff curve (e.g., equation (10)).
In developing each event-based model, we assume the same point rainfall-runoff response that extended the
SCS-CN method to the SCS-CNx method [Bartlett et al., 2016]. This response consists of a fraction of area
where runoff occurs both before and after inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold, and a complementary area where runoff only occurs episodically when inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold.
This area represents the original runoff response formulation of VIC, PDM, and TOPMODEL. In comparison, the
new event-based model forms (called VICx, PDMx, and TOPMODELx) are extended with the additional ‘‘prethreshold’’ runoff response that occurs before inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold.

2. Extended Event-Based Models
The fundamental underlying concept of semidistributed modeling is that the distribution of watershed heterogeneity is the basis for a water storage capacity distribution represented with a probability density function
(PDF). These water storage capacity PDFs are the basis for deriving the corresponding event-based models.
2.1. ProStor Framework for Event-Based Rainfall-Runoff Response
A semidistributed model may be described by a joint distribution of the soil moisture deﬁcit, c, and water
storage capacity, w, which describe the potential retention S 5 cw [see Bartlett et al., 2016]. In an eventbased representation, c and S are considered antecedent values immediately prior to the start of the storm,
while the point values of rainfall, R, and runoff, Q, represent cumulative depths for the storm duration [see
Bartlett et al., 2016, Figure 1]. The spatial variability of these values may be described by the probabilistic
storage (ProStor) framework of the joint PDF
pQRcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ5pQjRcw ðQjR; c; wÞpR ðRÞpcw ðc; wÞ;

(1)

where pQjRcw ðQjR; c; wÞ is the runoff PDF conditional on R, c, and w; pR ðRÞ is the PDF of rainfall; and pcw ðc; wÞ
is the joint PDF of the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit and storage capacity. As indicated by these PDFs,
rainfall, R, is reasonably assumed to be statistically independent of both the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit,
c, and storage capacity, w [e.g., Rodrıguez-Iturbe and Porporato, 2004].
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Figure 1. The fraction area with threshold-excess runoff for different watershed average antecedent potential retentions, S, for (a) VICx/
PDMx and (b) TOPMODELx. See Table 3 for parameter values.

If runoff at a watershed point is modeled as a deterministic function, i.e.,
Q5QðR; c; wÞ;

(2)

pQjRcw ðQjR; c; wÞ5dðQðR; c; wÞ2QÞpR ðRÞpcw ðc; wÞ;

(3)

then the joint PDF becomes

where the conditional distribution pQjRcw ðQjR; c; wÞ is now represented by the point mass of probability
dðQðR; c; wÞ2QÞ, for which dðÞ is the Dirac delta function. The PDF describing the spatial distribution of runoff is found by integrating equation (3) over the remaining variables (i.e., R, c, and w), while the lumped
(unit area) runoff response (i.e., the runoff curve) is the average of equation (3) [Bartlett et al., 2016]. Framework variables and parameters are listed in Table 1.
2.2. The Joint PDF of Antecedent Soil Moisture and Storage Capacity
For the semidistributed models of VIC, PDM, and TOPMODEL, it is possible to show that the joint PDF pcw ðc; wÞ
is approximated with a form that is explicitly dependent on the spatial average S, i.e.,
8
dðcwÞpw ðwÞ
for
0  w < Pw21 ½FðSÞ
>
>
<
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ5
(4)
;
p
>
>

: 
21
21


Pw ½FðSÞ  w < wmax
d cw2w1Pw ½FðSÞ pw ðwÞ
where Pw21 ½ is the quantile function of the respective model (Table 2), and Pw21 ½FðSÞ represents the water
storage capacity, w, at the edge of the prestorm area of threshold saturation, FðSÞ. Note that the conditional
^ cjw ðcjw; SÞ, consists of the point masses of probability dðcwÞ and d
PDF pcjw ðcjwÞ, which is represented by p


cw2w1Pw21 ½FðSÞ that, respectively, indicate c
w50 and cw5w2Pw21 ½FðSÞ with probability 1.
Table 1. ProStor Variables and Parametersa
Symbol
R
w
c
x
S
Ft
Q
Qp
Qt
b
PI
n

Description
Storm event rainfall depth at a point [L]
Water storage capacity depth at a point [L]
Antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit at a point, ð12xÞ
Antecedent soil moisture at a point, ð12cÞ
Antecedent potential retention at a point, S5cw [L]
Fraction of watershed with threshold-excess runoff
Storm event runoff depth at a point [L]
Prethreshold runoff depth at a point over ð12Ft Þ
Threshold-excess runoff depth at a point over Ft
Fraction of watershed with non-zero prethreshold runoff
Prethreshold runoff index, PI 5bð12c Þ
Shape parameter of the storage capacity PDF pw ðwÞ

a
Variables in the text with an overline bar indicate a spatial average
(unit area) depth value, e.g., for the point rainfall depth, R, the average
 All values have dimensions of length
(unit area) value is denoted by R.
except c, x, b, PI, n, and Ft, which are dimensionless.
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The fraction of preexisting threshold-saturated
area, FðSÞ, is found from the self-consistent condition [Bartlett et al., 2016]
S5

Z

KðSÞ

0

Z

wmax
Pw21 ½FðSÞ



Sd S2w1Pw21 ½FðSÞ pw ðwÞdwdS;
(5)

where KðSÞ5wmax 2Pw21 ½FðSÞ, and the integrand
is the second term of the r.h.s of equation (4)
transformed by a change of variables for S5cw
[Bendat and Piersol, 2011] and modiﬁed according to the scaling property of the delta function.
The delta function of equation (5) is evaluated
using the property presented in Au and Tam
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Table 2. VIC/PDM and TOPMODEL Expressions
Expression

VIC/PDM

Mirrored Exponentialb

Storage capacity dist.
Storage capacity PDFa

Pareto

Inverse CDF

Pw21 ðFÞ5wmax 2wmax ð12FÞn

(quantile function)
Avg. storage capacity
Avg. potential retention
Antecedent sat. areac
Avg. soil moisture deﬁcitd

TOPMODEL

2w
ðwmax
wmax Þ

1=n

pw ðwÞ5 ðwmax 2wÞn

max n
 5 w11n
w

S5w
 ð12FÞn11
 1=ð11nÞ

FðSÞ512 wS
c 5ð12FðSÞÞ



 12 2 F1 1; 1; 11 1n ; 11 ð12Fð1SÞÞn 21

n

n
pw ðwÞ5C1 wmax
e2wmax ðwmax 2wÞ

 n 
w
Pw21 ðFÞ5 max
n ln 11F e 21



 5wmax C1 2 1n
w

 n

Fe
S5 w

1w
C1 n21 F2C1 ln C1 11

!
FðSÞ512C1 2C1 W 2e
c 512FðSÞ
1C1 e2n ln



FðSÞen
C1

11

S ðC n21Þ
1
 C1
w

2 11

   n


li FðCS 1Þe 11 2EiðnÞ

a
min
For values of 0 < w < wmax and n is the shape parameter of the respective PDF. In the case of TOPMODEL, n5 jmax j2j
and
s
C1 5 12e1 2n (Appendix B).
b
Derived from a truncated exponential PDF representation of the topographic index distribution (Appendix B).
c
Where WðÞ is the Lambert W-function [Olver et al., 2010, p. 111] given in Matlab by lambertw() and in Mathematica by
ProductLog(). Note that Excel requires an add-in to calculate the Lambert function.
d
Where 2 F1 ð; ; ; Þ is the hypergeometric function [Olver et al., 2010, p. 384] given in Matlab by 2 F1 ða; b; c; dÞ5 hypergeom([a, b], c,
d) and in Mathematica by 2 F1 ða; b; c; dÞ5 Hypergeometric2F1[a, b, c, d]. liðÞ and EiðÞ are the respective exponential and log integrals
[Olver et al., 2010, p. 150].

[1999]. For each assumed storage capacity PDF pw ðwÞ, equation (5) is solved for the functional form of FðSÞ
(see Table 2). Note that the FðSÞ for VIC/PDM (Table 2) was previously found by Kavetski et al. [2003] by integrating the quantile function of Table 2 based on assumptions for the conditional soil moisture distribution,
which are explicitly stated in equation (4).
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ of equation (4) and the Bartlett et al. [2016] spatial description of
Based on the joint PDF p
threshold-excess and prethreshold runoff at a point, we derive an event-based model representation that is
general to the PDFs of rainfall, pR ðRÞ, and storage capacity, pw ðwÞ (see Appendix A). This point runoff
description of Bartlett et al. [2016] consists of both prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff over the fraction of watershed area b, while over the complementary area, 12b, the point response only consists of
threshold-excess runoff. The fraction b may represent riparian and lower hillslope areas with a persistent
hydrologic connection to the stream that facilitates a prethreshold runoff before rainfall inﬁltration exceeds
the storage capacity threshold. The complementary fraction of area 12b may represent upslope areas
where prethreshold runoff is zero because the connection to the stream episodically occurs when inﬁltration ﬁlls and then spills over the storage capacity threshold [Bartlett et al., 2016].
2.3. Rainfall and Storage Capacity PDF Assumptions
Each new event-based model assumes a speciﬁc form of the storage capacity PDF, pw ðwÞ (see Table 2). Typically, VIC and PDM both assume a Pareto distribution for the PDF pw ðwÞ, and so we refer to the extended
event-based versions of VIC and PDM collectively as VICx/PDMx [Moore, 2007; Liang et al., 1994]. Differently,
in the case of TOPMODEL, pw ðwÞ has a physical basis in the slope and contributing area at a point that
deﬁne the topographic index, j (see Appendix B). Over a watershed, the spatial distribution of the topographic index may be represented by the PDF pj ðjÞ. Here we represent pj ðjÞ with an exponential PDF, and
this PDF typically provides a good ﬁt to the empirical distribution of the topographic index, especially for
larger values that are representative of lowland areas where the majority of runoff production occurs
according to the TOPMODEL concept (Appendix B). Starting from this exponential PDF, we derive the mirrored exponential PDF (Table 1) that reasonably represents the distribution of TOPMODEL storage capacity
(see Appendix B).
For each storm event, we assume the spatial distribution of rainfall follows an exponential PDF, i.e.,
1

pR ðRÞ5  e2R=R :
R

(6)

This PDF has been used to represent the spatial distribution of rainfall in small watershed areas of about
40 km2 [Yu, 1998; Schaake et al., 1996], as well as in climate and large-scale hydrologic models [Thomas and
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Henderson-Sellers, 1991; Liang et al., 1996; Tang et al., 2007; Sivapalan et al., 1997; Shuttleworth, 1988; Arnell,
2014, p. 279]. In the next sections, we assume the exponential rainfall PDF of equation (6) and the storage
capacity PDFs of Table 2 and present the analytical expressions of the extended models of VICx/PDMx and
TOPMODELx.
2.4. Fraction of Area With Threshold-Excess Runoff
For each event-based model, the fraction of area Ft represents the greatest extent of threshold-excess runoff at the end of a storm event. It is a fundamental quantity that forms the basis of the subsequent eventbased model expressions. Following equation (A4), for VICx/PDMx the fraction of area with threshold-excess
runoff is
!
!!
21n
 
SÞÞn 1 
SÞÞn
w
ð12Fð
w
1
1
2w
ð12Fð
max
max
max

SÞ1exp 2
; (7)
Ft ðS; RÞ5Fð
C
2
2C ;


n
n
n
Rð12P
Rð12PI Þ
Rð12P
IÞ
IÞ
where CðÞ and Cð; Þ are the gamma and lower incomplete gamma functions, respectively [Olver et al.,
2010] (see Appendix C). For TOPMODELx, the fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff is
 
 wmax  
!

C1 Rð12P
FðSÞ 2n R ð12PI Þn
FðSÞ 2n
I Þn



:
(8)
Ft ðS; RÞ5FðSÞ1 
1e
2
1e
C1
C1
Rð12PI Þn2wmax
 is given by Bartlett et al. [2016, equation (24)], where S
For the SCS-CNx method the fraction of area Ft ðS; RÞ
 because c and w are statistically independent.
5c w
For equations (7) and (8), the ﬁrst term is the fraction of area with threshold saturation prior to the storm,
and the second term is the fraction of area where threshold-excess runoff develops during the storm. Over
 prethreshold runoff occurs over bð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ
 but is zero
the complementary fraction of area ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ,





over ð12bÞð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ. The fraction of Ft ðS; RÞ varies with S (Figures 1a and 1b). Note that an increase in
 and thus the extent of threshold-excess
the prethreshold runoff area (an increase in b) decreases Ft ðS; RÞ
runoff over the watershed. When PI 5 0, equations (7) and (8) of VICx/PDMx and TOPMODELx describe the
extent of threshold-excess runoff when the prethreshold runoff is zero.
2.5. Runoff PDF
For each storm event, the runoff PDF represents the spatial variability of runoff depths that are cumulative
values for the storm duration. Following equation (A5), this PDF is the weighted sum of the prethreshold
and threshold-excess runoff PDFs of equations (C1–C4). For the exponential rainfall PDF and no prethreshold runoff (b 5 0 and PI 5 0), the runoff PDF has a remarkably simple form for all models, i.e.,

pQ ðQÞ5ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞdðQÞ1

 2Q
Ft ðS; RÞ
e R ;

R

(9)

 is that of either equations (7) and (8) or Bartlett et al. [2016, equation (24)] for the SCS-CNx
where Ft ðS; RÞ
 as represented by the point mass
method. In equation (9), runoff is zero over the fraction of area 12Ft ðS; RÞ

of probability ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞdðQÞ,
while the runoff depths are exponentially distributed over the fraction of
 as represented by PDF of the second term.
area Ft ðS; RÞ
For the general case of b 6¼ 0, the prethreshold runoff contributes to the probability density for smaller runoff values (Figure 2, dashed line and bar), while the threshold-excess runoff contributes more to the probability density for larger runoff values (Figure 2, gray line). As a result, the expressions are not as simple as
equation (9), but are still exact expressions as shown in Appendix C. Note the black bars of Figure 2 represent the fraction of area that produces zero runoff as indicated by the atom of probability

 (see
ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞð12bÞdðQÞ,
which is the ﬁrst term of prethreshold runoff PDFs weighted by 12Ft ðS; RÞ
equations (C1) and (C2)).
2.6. Average Runoff (the Runoff Curve)
 as a function of average rainfall, R,
 and the average
The key result is an expression of the average runoff Q

antecedent potential retention, S, the so-called ‘‘runoff-curve.’’ While the extended SCS-CNx method, VICx/
PDMx, and TOPMODELx are based on different assumptions, each model has the same basic runoff curve
expression, i.e.,
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Figure 2. The runoff PDFs for (a) VICx/PDMx and (b) TOPMODELx, respectively, when S570 and R525
mm, which consists of a continuous
probability density (right axis, solid line) and an atom of probability for Q 5 0 (left axis, black bar). In both cases the PDF is the total of the
 Q ðQÞ, plus the weighted threshold-excess runoff PDF
weighted prethreshold runoff PDF (dashed line and black bar), i.e., ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞp
p
 Q ðQÞ (Appendix C). See Table 3 for parameters values, and here we assume b50:25.
(gray line), i.e., Ft ðS; RÞp
t

 Rð12F

 
 RF
 t ðS; RÞ1
Q5
t ðS; RÞÞPI :

(10)

 The runoff curve of equation (10)
The exact forms of each runoff curve differ based on the function Ft ðS; RÞ.
is the ﬁrst of its kind for describing an event-based semidistributed runoff response consisting of both
 and the prethreshold runoff originating
threshold-excess runoff generated on the fraction of area Ft ðS; RÞ


 t ðS; RÞ,

from the complementary fraction of area 12Ft ðS; RÞ. When PI 5 0, the runoff curve defaults to RF
which describes the runoff response of the original models, but in an event-based format. Note that for PI 5
bð12c Þ; c may be given in terms of S (see Table 2).
Following equation (A8), the average runoff of equation (10) is the weighted sum of the average prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff components given by equations (C5–C8). As the average rainfall increases,
the average runoff also increases (Figure 3), with higher amounts of runoff being produced as the watershed nears saturation, i.e., S approaches 0 (Figure 3). The behavior of the prethreshold runoff augments
threshold-excess runoff and increases the total average runoff, especially for smaller values of average rainfall (Figure 3). Although the majority of the runoff is threshold-excess runoff (Figure 3), the area of
threshold-excess runoff typically comprises a small area of the watershed (e.g., less than 50%). This is especially true as the amount of prethreshold runoff increases (i.e., as b approaches 1) because the prethreshold
runoff acts as a drainage mechanism for the watershed that decreases the soil water content and thus the
occurrence of threshold-excess runoff.

3. Analysis of the Event-Based Models
3.1. Case Study Area and Data
To analyze the model behavior, we use data from the Davidson river watershed, which consists of approximately 104 km2 near Brevard, North Carolina, USA. At the watershed outlet, streamﬂow is recorded by the

 (solid lines) versus the average rainfall, R
 for (a) VICx/PDMx and (b) TOPMODELx. The average runoff is the
Figure 3. The average runoff, Q
 Q
 t (dashed lines), and the average prethreshold runoff ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ
 Q
 p ; see
weighted sum of the average threshold-excess runoff, Ft ðS; RÞ
Appendix C). Cases are shown for S535 (black lines), and S5123 (gray lines). See Table 3 for parameter values.
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Figure 4. For the Davidson River, (a) the rainfall-runoff data (gray dots) and rank-order data runoff curve (red dashed line) and (b) a
comparison the rank-order data runoff coefﬁcients (gray dots) to the models (lines) for the S and PI of Table 3. For the parameters of Table
 for constant values of (c) w
 for different w
 5122 mm (and PI 50:061) for VICx and PDMx
 (and PI) to Q
3 contours indicate the ratio of Q
 and PI satisfy 0.12 5FðSÞ1PI where 0.12 is the initial runoff coefﬁcient of
 5153 mm (and PI 50:088) for TOPMODELx. Note that w
and (d) w
 (Table 2).
the data and FðSÞ is dependent on w

United States Geological Survey (USGS) gauge 03441000. Daily rainfall values are measured by the nearest
USGS rain gauge (03455773) that is located 19 km away at Lake Logan. A 3 m resolution digital elevation
model (DEM) downloaded from the National Elevation Dataset (ned.usgs.gov) describes the topography of
the watershed. From this DEM, we computed the topographic index with the TauDEM D-Inﬁnity tools
[Tarboton and Mohammed, 2013], and clipped the resulting values to the Davidson River area using the
Watershed Boundary Dataset (nhd.usgs.gov, HUC12, 060101050202).
We examined Davidson river streamﬂow and rainfall data between 1 December 1998 and 11 November
2015, and only considered storm events where rainfall exceeded 2 mm. Rainfall values are cumulative totals
for each storm event, and we assume each storm may consist of up to three consecutive daily values. For
each storm, we separated stormﬂow values from the USGS measured streamﬂow using the hydrograph separation program (HYSEP) [Sloto and Crouse, 1996; Eckhardt, 2008]. Runoff values also are cumulative totals
that are found by integrating the stormﬂow over the duration of each storm event. The period of record

(6196 days) contained 1212 rainfall-runoff events with an average rainfall of hRi515:5
mm and average run
off of hQi54:1 mm (Figure 4a).
In addition, we rank-ordered the rainfall-runoff data by pairing respective lists of the rainfall and runoff values that have been sorted in descending order. In this way, the rainfall-runoff data are matched by frequency, and consequently runoff typically is no longer matched with the causative rainfall event. However, for
the period of record, this rank-order data approximately represents the rainfall-runoff response (i.e., the runoff curve) for average watershed conditions, i.e., S  hSi (Figure 4a, dashed red line) [see Bartlett et al., 2016,
Appendix D]. We reduce the number of parameters by substituting PI 50:122FðSÞ where 0.12 is the initial
runoff coefﬁcient for small rainfall events between 2 and 5 mm (Table 3). The remaining parameters (i.e.,
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Table 3. Model Parameters and RMSE Comparison for the Davidson River Rank-Order Data
VICx/PDMx
S
PI
wmax
n
jmax
jmin
js
RMSE

a

68
0.06a
137a
8.42a

0.012

TOPMODELx
a

71
0.088a
182a
6.3b
12.5c
3.2d
1.48d
0.011

SCS-CNx
a

198
0.12a
1

0.033

Unit

Description

mm

Average antecedent potential retention
Prethreshold runoff index
Maximum point storage capacity and PDF scale parameter (Table 2)
Shape parameter of storage capacity PDF (Table 2)
Max. topographic index
Min. topographic index
Parameter of topographic index PDF (see equation (B4))
Root mean square error between data and model runoff coefﬁcients

mm

Nonlinear least squares ﬁt of equation (10) to rainfall-runoff data after substituting PI 50:122FðSÞ where 0.12 is the initial runoff
coefﬁcient for rainfall between 2 and 5 mm.
b
min
Parameter is equal to n5 jmax j2j
(see Appendix B).
s
c
Value for which 95.5% topographic index values, j, are between 0 < j < jmax . Values between jmax < j < 1 represent stream
channel areas that occupy 0.5% of the watershed based on a drainage density of D 5 6.26 mi21 [Carlston, 1963] and an average stream
channel width of Cw 54:5 ft [Chapman, 1996, p. 248], i.e., 0:0055DCw .


d
min
Nonlinear least squares ﬁt of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) C1 2C1 exp 2j1j
to the empirical cumulative distribujs
tion of the topographic index. The CDF corresponds to the PDF of equation (B4).
a

wmax , n, and S) are based on a nonlinear least squares ﬁt of each model runoff curve to the rank-order
(Table 3). In the case of TOPMODEL, the PDF shape parameter n is derived from topographic index parameters that are found from a nonlinear least squares ﬁt of an exponential cumulative distribution function
(CDF) to the empirical distribution of the topographic index (Appendix B and Table 3).
3.2. Data and Model Behavior Comparison
We initially compare each model runoff curve to the rank-ordered data and discuss how the runoff curve
may relate to different basin attributes. Second, we compare the model runoff curves under different rainfall
and antecedent wetness scenarios, and we relate the model differences to the spatial variability of the runoff response. The model runoff curves (equation (10)) and rank-ordered data are compared in terms of run R
 (Figure 4b). Each of the ﬁtted models reproduces the rainfall-runoff event behavior
off coefﬁcients, Q=
with a small root mean squared error (RMSE) (Figure 4 and Table 3). Both VICx/PDMx and TOPMODELx provide a better ﬁt to the data than the SCS-CNx method. In comparison to VICx/PDMx and TOPMODELx, the
SCS-CNx method predicts a larger runoff coefﬁcient for smaller rainfall events, while predicting a smaller
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ assumed
runoff coefﬁcient for larger rainfall events. This difference results from different PDFs p
for watershed variability.
Each model (Figure 4b) represents the rainfall-runoff response curve for a storm event deﬁned by the Table
3 values of n, wmax ; S, and PI. In each model, the initial runoff coefﬁcient of the data (i.e., 0.12) is equal to
 (see Table 2), many combinations of w
 and PI result in approximately
FðSÞ1PI . Since FðSÞ is dependent on w
similar average runoff values (Figures 4c and 4d), which is the so-called problem of ‘‘equiﬁnality’’ [Beven,
 could result from a shallower basin (smaller w)
 that
2006]. Consequently, the same storm event runoff Q
produces more threshold-excess runoff but less prethreshold runoff, or it could result from a deeper basin
 would be simi that produces less threshold-excess runoff but more prethreshold runoff. While Q
(larger w)
lar, the spatial description of runoff would be different. Thus ﬁtting each model to a single storm event
requires both rainfall-runoff data and other process information such as the mapped near stream saturated
area.
For small rainfall events over the Davidson river basin, the SCS-CNx method produces more runoff than
either VICx/PDMx (Figure 5a) or TOPMODEL (Figure 5b). The greatest differences between the SCS-CNx
 < 50 mm, and the magnimethod and either VICx/PDMx or TOPMODELx occurs for rainfall between 0 < R


tude of the differences decreases with S (Figure 5). In wetter conditions (e.g., S < 50Þ, the runoff predictions
of the SCS-CNx method, VICx/PDMx, and TOPMODELx become more similar, but under drier conditions
(e.g., S > 50), the SCS-CNx method may predict 4 times more runoff than TOPMODELx and nearly 5 times
more runoff than VICx/PDMx (Figures 5a and 5b).
Differences in the average runoff response (Figures 5a and 5b) are mainly attributed to differences in the
 The behavior of Ft ðS; RÞ
 with rainfall is different for
fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff, Ft ðS; RÞ.

^ cw ðc; w; SÞ. Speciﬁcally, within this joint PDF, the
each model because of difference in the joint PDF p
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 SCSx , to (a) VICx/PDMx runoff, Q
 VICxPDMx , and (b) TOPMODELx runoff,
Figure 5. Contours indicate the ratio of SCS-CNx method runoff, Q
 TOPMODELx . The fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff for (c) S530 and (d) S590. See Table 3 for parameter values for which
Q
the fraction b is equal to 0.085 and 0.16 for VICx/PDMx and TOPMODELx, respectively, and 0.24 for the SCS-CNx method assuming
 5400 mm.
w

marginal storage capacity PDF, pw ðwÞ is skewed toward smaller storage capacity values for the SCS-CNx
method, but for the Davidson river case study area, the distribution is skewed toward larger values for VICx/
PDMx and TOPMODELx (Figures 5c and 5d). Under wetter conditions (e.g., S530Þ, the models tend to have
 while under drier conditions (e.g., S590Þ, the differences in Ft ðS; RÞ
 tend to be
similar values of Ft ðS; RÞ,
greater (Figures 5c and 5d).

4. Discussion
4.1. Unified and Extended Semidistributed Models
The main contribution of this work is the development of a general expression for the average runoff (i.e.,
the rainfall-runoff curve) that uniﬁes the different modeling approaches of the SCS-CN method, VIC, PDM,
and TOPMODEL. These general expressions includes both prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff compo
 Each runoff area is modeled with a
nents over the respective fractions of area ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞb
and Ft ðS; RÞ.
distribution of storage capacity thresholds where each local threshold may act as a proxy for many different
rainfall-runoff mechanisms, e.g., subsurface ﬂow and overland ﬂow by saturation of inﬁltration excess
 the spatial variability of pre[Bartlett et al., 2016; McDonnell, 2013]. Aside from the expression for Ft ðS; RÞ,
threshold and threshold-excess runoff is also represented by the runoff PDF pQ ðQÞ. This spatial characterization of runoff is further enhanced by the fact that each model accounts for the spatial distribution of rainfall
with the exponential PDF of equation (6). For all models, the fraction of area b and the average antecedent
potential retention, S, govern the magnitude and spatial extent of the runoff response.
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According to the original semidistributed runoff concept [Beven and Kirkby, 1979, equation (9); Moore, 1985,
equation (3); Wood et al., 1992, equations (3a) and (3b); Kavetski et al., 2003, equation (2)], the runoff rate at


SðtÞÞ, where RðtÞ
 is the rainfall rate and the saturated area FðÞ of Table 2 is a
time t is given by QðtÞ5
RðtÞFð
 RF
 t ðS; RÞ,
 is givfunction of the average potential retention at time t. The equivalent event-based form, Q5
en by the general runoff curve of equation (10) when b 5 0. It is important to note that this form is similar
 and Q
 represent cumulative
to the original concept of runoff production over a saturated area, but now R
totals for the storm event, S is an antecedent value immediately prior to the storm, and Ft ð; Þ is the
 and S. The new general
threshold-saturated area immediately after the storm, which depends on both R
rainfall-runoff curve of equation (10) also is extended with prethreshold runoff that occurs over the fraction
of the watershed b. By accounting for this prethreshold runoff, each model now may capture runoff from
smaller rainfall events that do not activate large areas of threshold-excess runoff. Thus, by calibrating the

prethreshold runoff index, PI, each model may represent watersheds with more storage, i.e., a large w,
where small rainfall events produce less threshold-excess runoff. The models extended with the prethreshold runoff ﬂux may better represent the runoff response over a variable source area (VSA) that consists of
a lateral ﬂux of water (via macropores and other organized ﬂow pathways) to a saturated area [e.g., Hewlett
and Hibbert, 1967].
4.2. Ungauged Basin Predictions
The traditional SCS-CN method is an event-based model that is widely used for ungauged basin predictions
because the single parameter S is deﬁned by a dimensionless curve number (CN) listed in tables according
to the watershed soil type, hydrologic condition, and land use type [Bartlett et al., 2016; USDA National
Resources Conservation Service, 2004]. However, SCS-CN method predictions are only appropriate for ungauged watersheds that match its general assumptions, i.e., zero prethreshold runoff, PI 5 0, and the speciﬁc
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ [see Bartlett et al., 2016, equation (23)]. These assumptions are limited largely to
form of its PDF p
the agricultural watersheds that informed the empirical development of the SCS-CN method. The assump^ cw ðc; w; SÞ may be different for nonagricultural watersheds, which may be reptions for PI 5 0 and the PDF p
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ that are speciﬁc to semidistributed models. Furthermore, any number
resented by the PDFs of p
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ, a new event-based model may be
of different PDFs may be assumed, and for each new PDF p
created by following the ProStor framework.
4.3. Watershed Heterogeneities
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ represents the distribution of thresholds described by the soil moisFor each model, the PDF p
ture deﬁcit, c, and the storage capacity, w, where points in the fraction of area b also have a prethreshold
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ and the fraction b govern the rainfall-runoff response of each model.
runoff. In turn, the PDF p
However, in an actual watershed, the rainfall-runoff is governed by physical heterogeneities such as (1) soil
macropore networks, soil layering, and other organized ﬂow behavior; (2) plant root distributions and the
corresponding soil water uptake; (3) bedrock topography and bedrock composition; and the (4) spatial patterns of soil moisture [McDonnell et al., 2007]. Many of these heterogeneities are not easily observed; thus, it
is difﬁcult to explicitly characterize a watershed from available data. However, such heterogeneities are primarily responsible for the phenomenological emergence of watershed storage thresholds [McDonnell, 2013;
Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006a,b]. Thus, aside from the storage capacity and antecedent soil
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ may implicitly represent many different types of watershed heterogemoisture deﬁcit, the PDF p
neities. In addition, at larger scales, different watershed heterogeneities may deﬁne the extent of the frac^ cw ðc; w; SÞ and b may
tion of the watershed b that produces prethreshold runoff. Consequently, both p
provide a way to characterize the heterogeneous structure of a watershed. In the future, the ProStor framework and resulting event-based models could be practically applied for understanding the link between
joint distributions of watershed heterogeneities and regional and ecological factors (e.g., climate and land
use). Such links could be revealed through an extensive analysis of different watersheds that compares factors (regional and ecological) with the distributions that provide the optimal runoff curve for capturing historic rainfall-runoff data.

5. Concluding Remarks
We have distilled the semidistributed modeling approaches of VIC, PDM, and TOPMODEL into event-based
models consisting of a basic set of ready-to-use analytical expressions that describe the rainfall-runoff
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response. These expressions are for the runoff PDF that describes the spatial variability of runoff, the fractions of watershed that are the source of runoff by a speciﬁc mechanism, and the average (unit area) runoff
(i.e., the runoff curve). These expressions represent the ﬁrst event-based description of each modeling
approach. We have also shown that the event-based semidistributed models and the SCS-CN method are
united by the same general expression for the runoff curve. This general expression for the resulting models
of VICx, PDMx, TOPMODELx, and SCS-CNx is extended with a new runoff concept based on thresholds that
now accounts for prethreshold runoff that varies with the parameter called the prethreshold runoff index.
By calibrating this parameter, the event-based models may capture runoff from storms that do not activate
large areas of threshold-excess runoff [e.g., Bartlett et al., 2015, 2016].
Comparisons of these different models previously required more time-consuming numerical simulations.
However, with the new analytical expressions, the runoff behavior of each model now may be compared
on an event-basis. These analytical expressions can be used in existing models to simplify storm rainfall
with an event-based representation that also provides an implicit characterization of the spatial variability
of runoff. This spatial characterization may improve predictions of runoff-mediated processes such as erosion or pollutant transport. Furthermore, the model expressions may be easily interchanged in calculations
and models that operate according to an event-based runoff curve. For example in the soil and water
assessment tool (SWAT) model [Saleh et al., 2000], the new expressions for VICx/PDMx, TOPMODELx, or SCSCNx easily could be substituted for the runoff curve of the traditional SCS-CN method, which may be beneﬁcial since different runoff models may provide better performance for certain watershed types [e.g., Clark
et al., 2008]. In addition, the analytical expressions incorporate assumptions for the rainfall-runoff response
at a point and the distribution of storage capacity and soil moisture. Thus, these expressions may facilitate
comparisons between model assumptions and regional and ecohydrological factors such as land use, site
type, and climate conditions.

Appendix A: General Event-Based Rainfall-Runoff Model
Following the ProStor framework, we now assume a point rainfall-runoff response for equation (2) and
derive an event-based model that is speciﬁc to the VIC/PDM and TOPMODEL assumption for the joint PDF
^ cw ðc; w; SÞ of equation (4). The resulting model is general to the PDFs of storage capacity, pw ðwÞ, and rainp
fall, pR ðRÞ.
A1. Rainfall-Runoff Response at a Point
For the rainfall-runoff response at a point, Bartlett et al. [2016] considered two different threshold descriptions. Over a fraction of watershed area b, runoff occurs both before and after inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold, w, i.e., [see Bartlett et al., 2016, Figure 1]
8
cw
>
Rx
for 0  R <
>
>
>
12bx
<
(A1)
Q1 ðR; c; wÞ5
:
>
>
12x
cw
>
>
R<1
: R2cw
12bx 12bx
The ‘‘prethreshold’’ runoff Rx is controlled by the watershed wetness, i.e., the average antecedent soil moisture x 512c .
Over the complementary fraction of watershed area, 12b, runoff only occurs when inﬁltration exceeds the
storage capacity threshold, i.e.,

Q2 ðR; c; wÞ5

8
>
>
>0
<

for 0  R <

>
>
cw
>
: R2
12bx

cw
R<1
12bx

cw
12bx
:

(A2)

When b 5 0 this fraction of area describes the original point runoff concept of the SCS-CN method, VIC,
PDM, and TOPMODEL. For both equations (A1) and (A2), inﬁltration at a point is R2bRx , i.e., rainfall minus
the spatial average of prethreshold runoff over the watershed. This inﬁltration, R2bRx , equals the
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cw
antecedent potential retention, cw, when R5 12b
x . This formulation for inﬁltration accounts for the intrastorm lateral moisture redistribution from the fraction of area 12b to the fraction of area b. Consequently,
for points on the boundary between b and 12b, the soil moisture deﬁcit is the same.

A2. Spatially Lumped Response
The rainfall-runoff responses of equations (A1) and (A2) are substituted into equation (3) to ﬁnd respective
joint PDFs pQ1 Rcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ and pQ2 Rcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ. The PDF pQRcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ for the entire area is the weight^ cw ðc; w; SÞ is gived sum bpQ1 Rcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ1ð12bÞpQ2 Rcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ, where for VIC/PDM and TOPMODEL p
en by equation (4), i.e.,
8
cw
>
ðbdðRx 2QÞ1ð12bÞdðQÞÞ
for
0R<
>
>
12b
x
>
>
>
>


>
21
21
>


Pw ½FðSÞ  w < wmax
>
> d cw2w1Pw ½FðSÞ pw ðwÞpR ðRÞ
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> 
>
>
cwð12x Þ
cw
>
>
bd
R2
2Q
R<1
>
>
>
12b
x
12b
x
>
>
>


<
cw
(A3)
pQRcw ðQ; R; c; wÞ5 1ð12bÞd R2
0  w < Pw21 ½FðSÞ ;
2Q dðcÞpw ðwÞpR ðRÞ
>
12bx
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
 

>
>
cwð12x Þ
cw
>
>
>
bd R2
2Q
R<1
>
>
12b
x
12b
x
>
>
>


>
>
>
cw
>
>
2Q
Pw21 ½FðSÞ  w < wmax
> 1ð12bÞd R2
>
>
12bx
>
>
>

: 
d cw2w1Pw21 ½FðSÞ pw ðwÞpR ðRÞ;
where the ﬁrst term represents the variability of prethreshold runoff, the second term represents the variability of runoff from the fraction of watershed area with threshold saturation prior to the storm, FðSÞ, and
the third term represents the variability of threshold-excess runoff that develops during the storm. For
equation (A3), integration over the Dirac delta functions, dðÞ, is performed using the property discussed in
Au and Tam [1999] and Bartlett et al. [2016, Appendix E].
cw
The source area of threshold-excess runoff is equal to the integral of pR ðRÞpcw ðc; wÞ over the range 12b
x R
< 1 where threshold-excess runoff occurs. In this case, it is equal to the sum of two terms: (1) the fraction
of watershed area with threshold saturation prior to the storm, FðSÞ, for the range 0 < w < Pw21 ½FðSÞ and
(2) the fraction of watershed area that develops threshold saturation during the storm for the range
Pw21 ½FðSÞ  w  wmax , i.e.,
Z wmax Z 1



Ft ðS; RÞ5FðSÞ1
pR ðRÞpw ðwÞdRdw:
(A4)
w2P 21 ½FðS Þ
Pw21 ½FðSÞ

w
12bx

Note that equation (A4) may also be stated as

Ft ðS; RÞ51:
2

Z
0

21 ½FðS Þ
wmax 2Pw
12bx

Z

wmax

Rð11bx Þ1Pw21 ½FðSÞ

pR ðRÞpw ðwÞdwdR:

 since the only runoff mechanism is threshold-excess;
When b 5 0, runoff is not produced over 12Ft ðS; RÞ
 by the prethreshold runoff mechanism.
however, when b 6¼ 0, runoff is produced over 12Ft ðS; RÞ
The PDF of runoff, pQ ðQÞ, may be written as a combination of the PDFs for the prethreshold runoff, pQp ðQÞ,
runoff and the threshold-excess runoff, pQt ðQÞ, i.e.,
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 Qp ðQÞ1Ft ðS; RÞp
 Qt ðQÞ:
pQ ðQÞ5ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞp

The fraction of prethreshold area is the normalization constant for the prethreshold runoff PDF, i.e.,
!
 Z wmax
1
b
Q
pQp ðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
 x pR x P21 ½FðSÞ1Qð12bx Þ pw ðwÞdw ;
12Ft ðS; RÞ
w

x

(A5)

(A6)

where the ﬁrst term represents the discrete probability of zero runoff and the second term represents a
continuous range of runoff values between 0 < Q < LðSÞ. In equation (A6), the delta function in the ﬁrst
term represents an atom of probability for zero prethreshold runoff over the fraction of area, 12b, while the
continuous PDF of the second term represents the variability of prethreshold runoff over the fraction of
area, b.
 is the normalization constant for the threshold-excess runoff PDF, i.e.,
The fraction of area Ft ðS; RÞ
pQt ðQÞ5


Z Q1LðS Þb
PI


1
SÞpR ðQÞ1ð12bx Þð12bÞ
pR ðRÞpw ðR2QÞð12bx Þ1Pw21 ½FðSÞ dR
Fð


Ft ðS; RÞ
Q
Z Q1LðS Þð12PI Þb
C2 PI


pR ðRÞpw ðR2QÞC2 1Pw21 ½FðSÞ dR
1C2 b

(A7)

Q

Z
2C2 b

Q1

LðS Þð12PI Þb
C2 PI

Q
x




pR ðRÞpw ðR2QÞC2 1Pw21 ½FðSÞ dR ;

where the ﬁrst term represents threshold-excess runoff between 0  Q < 1 over the antecedent fraction
of watershed with threshold saturation, FðSÞ, and the second, third, and fourth terms collectively represent
threshold-excess runoff over areas that develop threshold saturation during the storm. Note that the second
and third terms represent runoff between 0 < Q < 1, while the fourth term is for runoff between 0 < Q
< LðSÞ and subtracts the probability density over the integration region for prethreshold runoff (see Figure
6). Equation (A7) may be integrated by using a change of variables, i.e., R 5Rð12PI Þ and Q 5Qð12PI Þ or
R 5RC2 and Q 5QC2 (see Table 4).
 plus
The average (unit area) runoff is the sum of the average prethreshold runoff weighted by 12Ft ðS; RÞ


the average threshold-excess runoff weighted by Ft ðS; RÞ, i.e.,
 

Q5ð12F
t ðS; RÞÞ

Z

LðSÞ


QpQp ðQÞdQ1Ft ðS; RÞ

Z

0

1

QpQt ðQÞdQ;

(A8)

0

where for b 5 0, the ﬁrst term of equation (A8) is zero because pQp ðQÞ5dðQÞ.

Appendix B: TOPMODEL Storage
Capacity Distribution
For TOPMODEL, each point storage capacity, w,
is based on a topographic index value given by


a
j5ln
;
(B1)
tan ðSl Þ

Figure 6. For the third and fourth terms of equation (A7), the
threshold-excess runoff region of integration (light gray) and the prethreshold runoff region of integration (dark gray) for b50:35; x 50:8,
and w 5 200 mm. The boundary between the two regions (dashed
line) is given by the general threshold description of equation (A1)
when R5ðcwÞ=ð12bx Þ.
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where a is the upslope contributing area per
unit contour length, and Sl is the topographic
slope. The topographic index is often referred to
as a similarity index because points with the
same topographic index are assumed to have a
similar hydrologic response [Beven and Kirkby,
1979]. TOPMODEL uses the topographic index
distribution to calculate the catchment hydrologic response without considering every point
individually.
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Symbol

Expressiona,b

LðSÞ5

PI ðwmax 2Pw21 ½FðSÞÞ
ð12PI Þb
 n

MðSÞ5
NðSÞ5
C1 5
C2 5

10.1002/2016WR019084

The topographic index, j, and the storage capacity, w, are related by
the expression
w5wmax

ð12FðSÞÞ

FðS Þ
2n
C1 1e
1
2n
12e
ð12PI Þb
b2PI

a
The prethreshold loss index is
PI 5bð12c Þ. See Tables 2 and 3 for
other parameter deﬁnitions.
b
min
For TOPMODEL, n5 jmax j2j
(see
s
Table 2).

jmax 2j
;
jmax 2jmin

(B2)

where 0  w  wmax and watershed area has values jmin < j < jmax
[Sivapalan et al., 1997]. The minimum topographic index value kmin corresponds to a maximum reservoir depth of wmax , while the maximum
topographic index value, kmax corresponds to a minimum reservoir
depth, which for simplicity, we consider to be zero [Sivapalan et al.,
1997].
The TOPMODEL storage capacity distribution is represented by the mirrored exponential PDF (Table 2). This PDF is the marginal of the joint
PDF of the storage capacity and the topographic index, pwj ðw; jÞ, i.e.,

Z jmax 
jmax 2j
pj ðjÞdj;
pw ðwÞ5
d w2wmax
(B3)
jmax 2jmin
jmin

where pj ðjÞ is the PDF of the topographic index and the conditional PDF pwjj ðwjjÞ is a point mass of probability represented by a Dirac delta function dðÞ, which states that, with a probability of 1, the storage
capacity, w, is equal to the r.h.s. of equation (B2). The topographic index distribution, pj ðjÞ, has been represented by a three parameter Gamma PDF [Sivapalan et al., 1987, 1990; Wolock et al., 1990; Franchini et al.,
1996] and an exponential function [Niu et al., 2005]. For simplicity, we assume that pj ðjÞ may be represented by an exponential PDF shifted by jmin and truncated at jmax , i.e.,
pj ðjÞ5C1

1 2j1 ðj2jmin Þ
e s
;
js

(B4)

where jmin  j < jmax , js is the scale parameter, and C1 is the normalization constant (see Table 4). The
exponential CDF of equation (B4) well represents the larger topographic index values (e.g., Figures 7a and
7b) that correspond to the smaller values of w that produce the majority of the runoff according to the TOPMODEL runoff concept (see equation (B2)). For Davidson river case study, the parameters of equation (B4)
are found
 by a nonlinear least squares ﬁt of the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) C1 2
min
C1 exp 2j1j
to the data of the cumulative distribution of the topographic index (see Table 3).
js

Appendix C: Practical Details
C1. Coding of the Gamma Function
While coding the Gamma function of equation (7), note that the lower incomplete gamma function may be
written differently in common computer programs: in Matlab Cða; zÞ5 gammainc(z,a,‘upper’)*gamma(a) in

Figure 7. For the Davidson river watershed, comparison of (a) the empirical CDF of the topographic index (gray circles) with the theoretical
CDF for the exponential PDF of equation (B4) (black line). Note the high agreement of the empirical and theoretical topographic index distributions for (b) larger probabilities that correspond to larger topographic index values with smaller storage capacities that are more likely
to produce runoff.
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Mathematica Cða; zÞ5 Gamma[a, z], while in Excel Cða; zÞ5 EXP(GAMMALN(a)) *(1-GAMMA.DIST(z,a,1,
TRUE)), where in all cases the Gamma function, CðaÞ, results when z 5 0.
C2. Runoff PDFs and Averages for Exponentially Distributed Rainfall
We now present the prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff PDFs based on the exponential rainfall PDF
of equation (6) and the soil moisture deﬁcit and storage capacity PDF of equation (4) (see Table 2). Following equation (A6), the VICx/PDMx prethreshold runoff PDF is
pQp ðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1


1n
2Q b
b2 e R PI
SÞ2 Qbð12PI Þ ;
Mð
 RP
 I
PI wmax
ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ

(C1)

while for TOPMODELx the prethreshold runoff PDF is


2Q b
bð12PI Þn
b2 e R PI C1
Q P wmax
SÞ ;
I
pQp ðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
12e
Nð
 RP
 I
ð12Ft ðS; RÞÞ

(C2)

where 0  Q < LðSÞ. For the limiting case of b 5 0, pQp ðQÞ5dðQÞ, which indicates that there is a discrete
 (see Table 4).
probability of zero runoff over the (prethreshold) unsaturated area, 12Ft ðS; RÞ
For VICx/PDMx the threshold-excess runoff PDF found from equation (A7) is



Q
e2R
S; RÞ1bF

S; R
 b
ð12bÞF
ð
t
t
 R

b2PI
Ft ðS; RÞ
1  




2

b 2wmax MðS Þ 2wmax n
1
1 Qðb2PI Þ wmax MðSÞ
C
2
2C
;
;
2HðLðSÞ2QÞ e R C2
 I
 2

n
n
n
RP
C2 R
RC
pQt ðQÞ5

(C3)

while for TOPMODELx the threshold-excess runoff PDF is



Q
e2R
S; RÞ1bF

S; R
 b
ð12bÞF
ð
t
t
 R

b2PI
Ft ðS; RÞ


bð12PI Þn b2PI


Q
2

w
max
bRC2 C1 n
 I
PI wmax
RP
NðSÞ R C2 n 2e
NðSÞ ;
2HðLðSÞ2QÞ 
RC2 n2wmax
pQt ðQt Þ5

(C4)

where HðÞ is the Heaviside step function, and Ft ð; Þ is given by equations (7) and (8). For the limiting case
of b 5 0, we recover equation (9) from equation (A5) with either equations (C1) and (C3) or equations (C2)
and (C4). (see Table 4).
For VICx/PDMx, the average prethreshold runoff derived from the equation (C1) PDF is



 I
11n
RP
S; RÞ
 Þ2 wmax MðSÞ ðFt ðS; RÞ2Fð

SÞÞ ;
 p5
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ð
Q
12F
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n
12Ft ðS; RÞ
Rð12P
IÞ
and the average threshold-excess runoff derived from the equation (C3) PDF is
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For TOPMODELx, the average prethreshold runoff based on the equation (C2) PDF is


21

 I

wmax
RP

SÞÞ Rð12PI Þn22wmax ;
SÞ2 C1 nðwmax 2Pw ½FðSÞÞ NðSÞR ð12PI Þn 2ðFt ðS; RÞ2Fð
 p5
12Fð
Q



12Ft ðS; RÞ
Rð12P
Rð12P
I Þn2wmax
I Þn2wmax
while based on the equation (C4) PDF, the average threshold-excess runoff is

21

 

wmax

SÞÞ Rð12PI Þn2ð11PI Þwmax :
SÞ1 PI C1 nðwmax 2Pw ½FðSÞÞ NðSÞR ð12PI Þn 1ðFt ðS; RÞ2Fð
 t5 R
Fð
Q



Rð12P
Rð12P
Ft ðS; RÞ
I Þn2wmax
I Þn2wmax

(C5)

(C6)

(C7)

(C8)

 is the weighted sum of the prethreshold and
For both VICx/PDMx and TOPMODELx, the average runoff, Q,
threshold-excess runoff averages (see equation (A8)).
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